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Introduction
Iranian and Russian versions of “hybrid” or “non-linear” warfare in
Iraq and eastern Ukraine have had much in common. After the U.S.led military intervention in Iraq in 2003, Iran hoped to check the
U.S. military presence in Iraq as a whole by gaining influence in the
predominantly Shi’a regions of the country, in large part through
irregular warfare. Somewhat similarly, Moscow’s strategy and tactics
inside eastern Ukraine since 2014 appear designed to counter NATO
and European Union influence in Ukraine as a whole—in large part
through techniques of “non-linear” or “hybrid” warfare aimed against
Ukrainian forces backed by Kiev. Both Iranian and Russian strategies
can be characterized as acts of preclusive imperialism intended to establish
new spheres of influence and regional security.
In comparing Iranian and Russian strategy and military actions,
Russia is, of course, much more advanced in military-technological
capabilities. At the same time, both states have begun to rely on
the use of special forces, irregular militias and “little green men” in
the context of “non-linear” or “hybrid” warfare—in which the July
2006 war between Israel and Hizballah (backed by Iran) is generally
considered the textbook example.
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Lack of clarity in the concept is also due to hybrid
warfare’s apparently chaotic and uncontrolled
nature. Yet this form of combat nonetheless requires
some degree of political-military co-ordination if
such “warfare”—which can break out unexpectedly
during ostensibly “peaceful” circumstances and
in situations in which actors could suddenly shift
alliances—is to “succeed” in obtaining its goals.

The concern raised in this analysis is that the tactics
of anti-state militias, as developed in large part by
Iran, are increasingly being adopted by Russia as well.
In addition to engaging in a number of provocative
and illicit activities outside eastern Ukraine, Moscow
has threatened the use of tactical nuclear weaponry
to assert its interests. This essay accordingly raises
the question as to whether the covert and illicit
nature of “non-linear” or “hybrid” warfare—as such
warfare increasingly becomes more integrated into
the general strategy and tactics of both major and
regional powers—could actually inhibit the process
of diplomatic compromise and make the possibilities
of war between major powers more likely.

In the past, states engaged in “compound warfare” in
which irregular forces and privateers generally fought
separately from the conventional armies of their
time. Due to their separate theatres of action, state
leaders could plausibly deny that they were backing
those irregular forces. But the innovation in hybrid
warfare is that regular and irregular forces can fight
simultaneously, with the active, manipulated, or
forced involvement of the population. At the same
time, both military and non-military measures, such
as “regime change” and “democracy engineering,”
combined with peacekeeping/peacemaking, can be
used to achieve social and political goals.

Concepts of Hybrid Warfare
The term “hybrid warfare” has begun to be adopted
by many analysts, even if the construct does not
appear to possess a precise meaning. The lack of a
clear definition is largely due to the fact that the
term represents an attempt to describe multiple
dimensions of conflict for differing purposes, not only
involving a plurality of possible adversaries (differing
anti-state partisans, less powerful peripheral states,
individuals, if not corporations, regional powers, and
major powers), but also using a vast array of tactics
(conventional, non-conventional and non-military).
Tactics can include differing kinds of sanctions, social
and political actions, as well as use of weapons with
differing degrees of lethality that are often employed
in innovative ways.2 The use of military force or
other actions can then be rationalized by propaganda
distributed by the mass media and the Internet. Such
propaganda can be formulated in popular terms or
even incorporate sophisticated analytical and legal
justifications, if deemed necessary, to promulgate
the cause.

2

In this regard, hybrid warfare often uses both legal
and illicit tactics and both military and non-military
actions that directly impact and involve populations.
Yet the adoption of illicit and non-conventional
methods by legitimate state leaderships makes it
generally more difficult for those leaderships to sustain
plausible deniability. This raises deeper suspicions of
intent, while concurrently undermining trust and
the possibility of negotiated settlements.

Novel Techniques and Goals
Even if decrypting codes has historically represented
a significant dimension of warfare, cyber-sabotage
does appear to be a novel aspect of hybrid warfare

Frank G. Hoffman, “Hybrid Warfare and Challenges,” Joint Forces Quarterly, Issue 52, 1st quarter 2009.
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that additionally generates greater distrust among
rivals—as do “false flag” warfare, suicide missions,
insider attacks, hijacking of commercial airliners
as weapons of war, and the use of humanitarian
assistance to smuggle supplies, arms and troops,
and so on. Cyber militants can now steal valuable
information from both the private and public sectors
and disrupt communications or dislocate/deactivate
vital infrastructure.3

New technologies have not only opened the door for
ways to make weapons more accurate, as is the case
for dual-use cruise missiles with ambivalent nuclear/
conventional capabilities, but they can also make the
“art” of war less expensive. Miniature drones can now
be used as weapons both for spying and for warfare.
Hizballah purportedly used drones for spying in
the July 2006 war and in 2012 against Israel. In
May 2015, Ukrainian forces shot down advanced
drones (purportedly “made in Russia”) over eastern
Ukraine.6 This makes drones and other innovative
technologies, such as the 3-D printing of guns, ideal
for hybrid warfare.

As a form of cyber-sabotage, the Stuxnet malware
was purportedly used by the United States and
Israel against embargoed Siemens computer
systems at Iran’s Natanz nuclear facility, where Iran
was suspected of enriching uranium for military
purposes. The Stuxnet malware may have also been
used against a Russian nuclear power plant. Acts
of Russian cyber-sabotage accompanied both the
August 2008 Georgia-Russia war and the 2014-15
Ukrainian conflict.

The strategic goals of hybrid warfare by anti-state
insurgents, such as Hizballah against Israel in
Lebanon, and other pro-Iranian militias in Iraq
since 2003, have been to jack up the overall “costs”
of the Israeli and American military interventions in
terms of manpower, material and domestic political
support, so that the adversary will ultimately give up
the “occupation.” Similarly, in case of “autonomist”
movements in eastern Ukraine, the purpose of such
warfare is likewise to prevent Kiev from asserting
centralized control over the region.

The key issue raised by the Stuxnet attacks is not
so much that the computer virus could spread out
of control, but that state and anti-state actors that
possess the appropriate know-how can develop
such malware, leading it to proliferate much more
easily than nuclear weaponry— and with potentially
devastating results.4 The fact that both Russian and
Iranian officials denounced the use of the Stuxnet
malware as “an act of war” indicates the real possibility
that such attacks could spark wider conflicts. At the
same time, the clandestine nature of cyber-sabotage
raises uncertainties as to who is the attacker, and
thus against whom to retaliate.5

3

In the case of Iran and Russia, as state actors, the
immediate purpose of hybrid warfare may be to
harass, disorient and threaten the U.S. and NATO
respectively just to the point of direct conflict, but
then draw back in a new form of “brinksmanship.” The
goal is to take advantage of gaps in the rivals’ defenses,
in social, political, economic and military terms
where possible, by using differing kinds of attacks
or threats in succession, or even simultaneously. The

Hall Gardner, “War and the New Media Paradox: a critique of Marshall McLuhan” in Cyber-Conflict and Global Politics, ed. Athina Karatzogianni, Routledge, 2008.

“At this time, roughly 30 nations employ offensive cyber programs. [… The] future is burdened by an irony: Stuxnet started as nuclear counter-proliferation and
ended up to open the door to proliferation that is much more difficult to control: The proliferation of cyber weapon technology.” Ralph Langner, “To Kill a Centrifuge,”
Arlington, Hamburg, Munich, The Langner Group, November 2013, at http://www.langner.com/en/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/To-kill-a-centrifuge.pdf
4

5
It was not certain, for example, whether the Russian government was directly involved in the 2007 Estonian-RUSsian “cyber-riot” which involved Russophone
populations. Gadi Evron, “Authoritatively, Who Was behind the Estonian Attacks?” Dark Reading, http://www.darkreading.com/risk/authoritatively-who-was-behindthe-estonian-attacks/d/d-id/1130584
6
“Hezbollah admits launching drone over Israel,” BBC, 11 October 2012, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-19914441; “Ukrainian forces says two
drones shot down over war zone are Russian,” The Guardian, 21 May, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/21/ukraine-drones-shot-down-rUSsian
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ultimate purpose is to weaken U.S. and/or NATO
resolve and attempt to undermine American global
hegemony.

destabilizing social and political reforms, has been
backed by the deployments of UN, coalition, or
NATO peacekeepers/peacemakers—in an attempt
to stabilize and legitimize the new regime.

Yet what appears to make hybrid warfare more
dangerous than traditional or more “overt” forms of
warfare is that its covert and illicit actions often seek
to provoke and purposely set off other extraneous
conflicts. The latter conflicts could become virtually
unmanageable due to the tendency of such warfare
to undermine cooperative relationships within
and between societies, resulting in the collapse of
mutual trust. Hybrid warfare—as a new form of
brinksmanship—accordingly risks direct conflict
between major powers, if geostrategic and politicaleconomic compromises cannot soon be obtained
between rival socio-political groups and states and if
trust cannot be restored.

In January 2013, Russian Chief of Staff Valery
Gerasimov outlined Russian concepts of “nonlinear” warfare, which involve regular and irregular
forces and military and non-military measures, plus
the manipulation of populations, in order to achieve
political success:

The emphasis in methods of struggle is shifting
toward widespread use of political, economic,
informational, humanitarian, and other
non-military measures, implemented through
the involvement of the population. All this
is supplemented by covert military means,
including implementation of measures of
informational struggle, and the actions of
special forces. Overt use of force, often under the
guise of peacekeeping and crisis management,
occurs only at a certain stage, primarily to
achieve definitive success in the conflict.8

Russian Perspectives
While the term “hybrid warfare” has generally entered
into U.S. and European military analysis, Russian
elites have tended to use the term “non-linear” war.7
Russian concepts have largely developed in response
to U.S.-led military interventions in Kosovo/Serbia
(1999), Afghanistan (2001), Iraq (2003) and Libya
(2011). Each of these interventions involved a mix of
high-tech warfare and use of airpower and pinpoint
cruise missile strikes, not to overlook the key role of
special forces in the initial attacks, generally followed
by the deployment of conventional forces. The next
step after the defeat of the above regimes has been to
alter their leadership and form of government. This
stage, which often involves the implementation of

7

The Russian version of non-linear warfare has also
represented an effort to catch up, from a position of
relative inferiority, to American military standards,
which are now characterized by an emphasis on “real
time” communications, night vision, speed, accuracy
and stealth. Yet from the Russian perspective, U.S.
political-military innovations also include the
perceived socio-political-economic challenges posed
by the NATO and EU enlargements, even if the
latter were not coordinated. In addition to “regime

Vladislav Surkov, cited in Peter Pomerantsev, “How Putin is Reinventing Warfare,” Foreign Policy, 5 May 2014.

Cited in Fiona Hill and Clifford G. Gaddy, Mr. Putin, Washington, DC, Brookings, 2013, p. 337. See also “The ‘Gerasimov Doctrine’ and Russian Non-Linear War,”
In Moscow’s Shadows, 27 February 2013, https://inmoscowsshadows.wordpress.com/2014/07/06/the-gerasimov-doctrine-and-rUSsian-non-linear-war/
8
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change” by force in Iraq, these methods include nonmilitary techniques of “democracy engineering.”
Moscow has accordingly interpreted the democratic
“color revolutions” in Serbia/Kosovo, Ukraine, and
Georgia, as well as Libya, Tunisia, Egypt and Syria
during the Arab Spring9 as representing a new form
of socio-political warfare that impacts Russian (if not
Iranian) security, military and political-economic
interests.10

mutual trade benefits and less conflict, Russian
concepts of non-linear warfare argue that global
interconnectedness can be manipulated by states
(and anti-state actors) to forcibly assert their own
interests. This is because individual states (and even
major powers) are generally reluctant or incapable
of using counterforce. In the contemporary Russian
view, this appears true due to the fact that statebacked multinational corporations want to sustain
positive trade, investment and financial relations
with all countries.11

In applying its own concept of “non-linear” warfare,
Moscow has been looking for whatever cracks in
defenses, and whatever political-economic disputes
and social divisions, it can promote between NATO
and EU members. Unlike the Cold War, Moscow
does not recognize any clear dividing lines between
Russia and European countries in the aftermath
of the Warsaw Pact’s collapse and NATO’s “open
enlargement” into former Soviet spheres of influence
and security. The more traditional concept of an
alliance as a tightly bound defense organization
is not necessarily relevant: Moscow believes that
NATO and EU members (and other states) can be
potentially divided by promises of trade and benefits
(such as energy and trade deals, financial subsidies, if
not bribery) in addition to differing political-military
pressures and threats. And much as Iran had tried
to circumvent UN sanctions, Moscow has similarly
looked to China, India, and NATO member Turkey,
among other states, which have not fully supported
U.S. and European sanctions against Russia after the
latter’s annexation of Crimea, for ways to circumvent
sanctions.

The fear that NATO and EU enlargement
will isolate Russia in eastern Europe has led
Moscow to press its interests through preclusive
military and non-military actions, plus legalistic
propaganda—even if the expansion of U.S.,
NATO and EU “democratic” influence has largely
been uncoordinated. Here, for example, Moscow
countered U.S. legal rationalizations for recognizing
Kosovo’s independence from Serbia with its own
legal rationalizations for recognizing South Ossetian
and Abkhazian independence from Georgia after the
2008 Georgia-Russia war. Moscow had also provided
legal justification for its annexation of Crimea (as did
the Bush administration for the U.S.-led military
intervention in Iraq in 2003).
In addition to providing military support for Syria
and Iran, Moscow has been pressing for a Eurasian
alliance with China and other Central Asian states—
given joint Chinese-Russian military maneuvers since
2005, plus unprecedented joint naval maneuvers in
May 2015 in the Mediterranean.12 These steps have
represented a means to obtain strategic leverage visa-vis both NATO and the U.S. alliance with Japan.

Contrary to neo-liberal thinking, which argues
that the processes of globalization will lead to

9
Gene Sharp’s non-violent manifesto, “From Dictatorship to Democracy,” Albert Einstein Inst, 2010, was popular during the Arab Spring: http://www.aeinstein.org/
wp-content/uploads/2013/09/FDTD.pdf
10

Hall Gardner, NATO Expansion and US Strategy in Asia, New York, Palgrave-Macmillan, 2013.

11

Peter Pomerantsev, “How Putin is Reinventing Warfare,” Foreign Policy, 5 May 2014.

Hall Gardner, NATO Expansion and US Strategy in Asia, New York, Palgrave-Macmillan, 2013. Franz-Stefan Gady, “China and Russia Conclude Naval Drill in
Mediterranean,” The Diplomat, 22 May 2015, http://thediplomat.com/2015/05/china-and-rUSsia-conclude-naval-drill-in-mediterranean/
12
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All of the above represent differing geostrategic,
political-economic, military-technological, sociocultural-ideological, media and propagandistic
dimensions of the Russian version of “non-linear”
warfare.

“occupation.”14
These pro-Iranian partisan organizations, among
others, hoped to pressure the new Shi’a-dominated
Iraqi “federal” government into following proIranian policies, but without causing total chaos
or revolution. These groups also hoped to force
Coalition forces out of Iraq altogether, by means of
non-conventional warfare. By 2006-07, more than
sixty percent of U.S. forces in Iraq were being killed
or wounded by the use of Improvised Explosive
Devices (IEDs).15 At that time, the Hizballah
Brigades used improvised rocket-assisted mortar
(IRAM), also called “flying IEDs,” as well as armorpiercing, explosively formed projectiles (EPF). These
groups then videotaped their attacks for propaganda
purposes.16

Iranian “Green Men” in Iraq
In the aftermath of the U.S.-led military intervention
in Iraq and overthrow of the Ba’athist regime in May
2003, Iran began to infiltrate government agents into
the thousands of Iraqi refugees who were returning
to Iraq. In this way, it can be argued that Iran blazed
the trail for Moscow in revealing how “little green
men” could be used as effective political-military
tools against their respective neighbors.

U.S.-Iraqi-Iranian relations began to even more
seriously deteriorate during the rule of Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad from 2005-2013. At that time, Badr
Brigade members were able to take control over
much of the security forces and domestic police.17
Iran then continued to infiltrate the predominantly
pro-Shi’a governance of the Nouri Al-Maliki
government from 2006-14, in part (from 2015 on)
to counter the rise of the Sons of Iraq and other Sunni
Awakening groups, which were seen as supported
by the Arab Gulf states. Concurrently, U.S.-Iranian
relations continued to deteriorate over Iran’s nuclear

At the end of the war with Iraq in 2003, Tehran
provided support for the Supreme Council for the
Islamic Revolution in Iraq (SCIRI) and its Badr
Brigades as they returned to the country. The Badr
Brigades were then reported to have secretly stored
arms in Shi’a neighborhoods of Baghdad and other
Shi’a cities in the south of Iraq. 13 Tehran likewise
supported Muqtala al-Sadar’s militia, Jaish al-Mahdi,
which engaged in the battle of Najaf in August
2004 against the coalition forces of the Allied

Kenneth W. Estes, US Army Soldier: Baghdad 2003-04, New York, NY, Osprey Publishing 2007. See also Kenneth M. Pollack, “Prospects for Increased Iranian
Influence in Iraq Testimony,” 15 November 2011, http://www.brookings.edu/research/testimony/2011/11/15-iran-iraq-pollack; US “Order Number 2” in May 2003
formally dissolved the Iraqi 400,000 man army under Sunni leadership and helped open the door to Iranian infiltration. Anthony Cordesman and Sam Khazai, “Iraq
in Crisis,” CSIS, May 2014, http://csis.org/files/publication/140513_Cordesman_IraqInCrisis_Web.pdf
13

Bill Roggio, “Coalition forces capture Hezbollah Brigades operative in Baghdad,” Long War Journal, 31 July 2008, http://www.longwarjournal.org/archives/2008/07/
coalition_forces_cap.php
14

“More Attacks, Mounting Casualties,” Washington Post, 28 September 2009, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/graphic/2007/09/28/
GR2007092802161.html; Clay Wilson, “Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) in Iraq: Effects and Countermeasures,” February 10, 2006, Congressional Research
Service Report for Congress, http://www.history.navy.mil/research/library/online-reading-room/title-list-alphabetically/i/improvised-explosive-devices-in-iraq-effectsand-countermeasures.html
15

16

Roggio, op. cit.

The Iranians now “go into every government of Iraq, pay money, install their own people, put their own—even establish police forces for them, arms and militias that
are there and reinforce their presence in these areas. And they are being protected in doing this by the British and the American forces in the area… Now we are handing
the whole country over to Iran without reason.” Prince Saud Al-Faisal, “The Fight against Extremism and the Search for Peace,” Council on Foreign Relations, http://
www.cfr.org/radicalization-and-extremism/fight-against-extremism-search-peace-rUSh-transcript-federal-news-service-inc/p8908 See also, Toby C. Jones, in Iraq, its
Neighbors and the United States, eds. Henri J. Barkley, Scott B. Lasensky, Phobe Marr, Washington, DC, U.S. Institute for Peace, 2011, Chapter 4.
17
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enrichment program, involving threats of “nuclear
high tension.”18

Given the uncertain process of diplomacy and
apparent inability of UN sanctions to halt Iran’s
uranium enrichment program, the U.S. and Israel
purportedly opted to engage cyber-attacks against
the embargoed Siemens computer systems at Iran’s
Natanz nuclear facility during the Bush and Obama
administrations. Yet it remains debatable as to what
extent Iran’s enrichment program was actually slowed
down once the Stuxnet malware was uncovered by
Tehran in 2010.20

The purpose of Iranian actions was to teach the
Bush administration a “lesson” about the costs of
“democratic” regime change; to pressure U.S. forces
to leave the country; and to dissuade the Bush
administration from potentially using Iraq as a base
against Iran. Tehran may have also hoped to stifle
anti-Iranian militias operating from Iraq, such as
Mujahedin-E-Khalq (MEK), which were engaged
in spying on Iranian nuclear and military sites. By
December 2011, U.S. forces ultimately withdrew
from Iraq under the 2008 U.S.–Iraq status of Forces
Agreement.

Another factor leading to stronger UN sanctions
on Iran was Tehran’s support for Hizballah during
the latter’s July 2006 war with Israel. In a textbook
example of anti-state “hybrid warfare,” Hizballah,
with a mix of regular and guerrilla forces, largely
supported and trained by Iran, was able to stand up
against the more traditional Israeli Defense Forces and
proved capable of preventing Israel from seizing towns
along the Lebanese border. This was accomplished
by using hardened tunnels, combat maneuvers
within Lebanese villages in civilian areas, effective
anti-tank missiles, and at least one ground-to-ship
cruise missile attack, while concurrently pummeling
both military infrastructure and civilian targets in
Israel (so as to terrorize the Israeli population) with
thousands of inaccurate missiles.21 Hizballah also
hacked into Israeli military communications and was
purported to have flown a drone over Israeli airspace.
In addition to Iranian financial support, Hizballah
military capabilities were purportedly financed by
arms smuggling, money laundering, and by working
with drug cartels.

As a means to pressure U.S. and Israeli policy in the
region, the Ahmadinejad government also provided
clandestine support for Hizballah, as well as Hamas,
among others, in their struggle against Israel and in
the effort to publicly expose the undeclared Israeli
nuclear weapons capability. Iranian strategy was
additionally intended to divide the “P-5 plus 1”
Contact Group (the permanent members of the UN
Security Council, plus Germany). The “P-5 plus
1” had been formed to persuade Tehran through
diplomatic pressures and economic sanctions against
developing a potential nuclear weapons enrichment
capacity. In response, however, Tehran sought to
break “P-5 plus 1” consensus on sanctions (UN
Security Council Resolution 1737 December 23,
2006) by appealing to Russia and China, which
both opposed strong sanctions, while also appealing
to other states who hoped to profit from Iranian
isolation.19

It was only in 2014-15, after the U.S. force

18

Hall Gardner, Averting Global War, New York, Palgrave-Macmillan, 2010, Chapter 4.

19

Kenneth Katzman, “Iran Sanctions,” Congressional Research Service, 4 August 2015, http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/mideast/RS20871.pdf.

David E. Sanger, “Obama Order Sped Up Wave of Cyberattacks Against Iran,” New York Times, 1 June 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/01/world/middleeast/obama-ordered-wave-of-cyberattacks-against-iran.html?_r=3&pagewanted=2&seid=auto&smid=tw-nytimespolitics&pagewanted=all/
20

21
Michèle A. Flournoy and Shawn Brimley, “The Defense Inheritance: Challenges and Choices for the Next Pentagon Team,” The Washington Quarterly 31, Autumn
2008, http://www.twq.com/08autumn/index.cfm?id=315. See also Hoffman, op.cit.
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withdrawal from Iraq in 2011, and after the electoral
defeat of President Ahmadinejad, that Washington,
in working with the UN Security Council plus
Germany, began to make progress in diplomatic talks
with the ostensibly reformist Iranian government of
Hassan Rouhani. The Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action (JCPOA) nuclear accord with Iran was then
signed in July 2015.

the Islamic State). These essentially pan-Sunni
organizations all oppose Al-Maliki in Iraq and AlAssad in Syria, both of whose regimes are perceived
to be repressive and pro-Iranian. In developing new
techniques of hybrid warfare and, unlike Al Qaeda,
expanding territorial control of large areas of Syria
and Iraq, Daesh now appears to be the most powerful
manifestation of pan-Sunni opposition toward
perceived Iranian, American, Israeli, and other
foreign influence throughout the region. Diplomatic
efforts to establish a Contact Group and a coalition
of military forces, involving the U.S., Europeans,
Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia, and other Arab Gulf states,
against Daesh, have, however, proved difficult, to say
the least. Both Moscow and Tehran fear that differing
pan-Sunni movements could further destabilize the
Russian-controlled northern Caucasus, Central Asia
and other areas in the wider Middle East, and might
be strengthened if Al-Assad loses control of most of
Syria or falls from power. Moscow also fears losing
its naval base at Tartus and its political economic
influence in the region.

The Obama administration has argued that the
JCPOA will limit the chances of a regional nuclear
arms race, and limit the possibility that Iran
will develop a covert weapons grade enrichment
program.22 Yet the Israeli leadership of Benjamin
Netanyahu immediately denounced the accord and
continued to threaten a potential military strike
against Iranian nuclear infrastructure.23 Washington
has nevertheless hoped that the nuclear accord will
eventually open the door to better U.S.-Iranian
relations and toward a settlement of regional
conflicts.
The JCPOA nuclear accord has accordingly been
signed at a time in which there has been little progress
toward a resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
nor a resolution of regional disputes that involve a
surrogate war between Iran and Saudi Arabia plus the
other Arab Gulf states. In effect, Riyadh has opposed
what it sees as Tehran’s efforts to transform Iraq into
a client state and to achieve regional hegemony by
means of augmenting Iranian influence in Lebanon,
Gaza, Syria, Iraq, Bahrain, Yemen and elsewhere in
the “wider” Middle East.

Russian “Green Men” in Crimea and
Eastern Ukraine
Much as Tehran has opposed the re-emergence of a
strong Iraq, Moscow has somewhat similarly hoped
to prevent the eventual emergence of a stronger
Ukraine, backed by NATO and the European
Union, which it feared, rightly or wrongly, could
potentially challenge Russian political-economic
interests in eastern Ukraine (including the businesses
of Russian oligarchs in the Ukrainian militaryindustrial complex), while likewise attempting

In this geopolitical context, the Iranian regional
presence has been countered by the rise of a number
of pan-Sunni movements, including the Muslim
Brotherhood, branches of Al-Qaeda, such as the
Al-Nusra Front, and now Daesh (also known as

22
Richard Nephew, “How the Iran Deal Prevents a Covert Nuclear Weapons Progam,” Arms Control Today 2 September 2015; Martin Zonas, Iran Nuclear Deal: There
Is No Alternative, http://www.economonitor.com/blog/2015/04/iran-nuclear-deal-there-is-no-alternative/

See, for example, Ben Caspit, “Al-Monitor,” July 2015, http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2015/07/benjamin-netanyahu-iran-nuclear-deal-inspectionclaUSes.html#
23
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to pressure Russian interests in the Sea of Azov in
disputes over the Kerch Strait and in the delimitation
of other borders. In annexing Crimea in FebruaryMarch 2014, Moscow accordingly sought to weaken
Ukraine as much as possible, by precluding Kiev from
evicting the Russian Black Sea Fleet and preventing
Ukraine and NATO from potentially using Crimea
as a naval and air base against Russian interests.

Yet Ukrainian-Russian energy, economic and Black
Sea Fleet deals all collapsed after the 2013-14 Maidan
protests. The protestors opposed the presence of the
Russian Black Sea Fleet at Sevastopol and hoped
that Ukraine would soon join the EU, if not NATO,
or at least form closer cooperation agreements with
both organizations. Moscow claimed that U.S.
diplomatic support for anti-Russian opposition
leaders, combined with so-called “fascist” elements
that purportedly forced Yanukovych to leave the
country, were behind the February 2014 “coup” that
ousted Yanukovych—even though Yanukovych’s
own kleptocratic policies were not supported by a
wide spectrum of Ukrainian society, including his
own Party of Regions.25

Putin’s acts of preclusive imperialism were based,
in part, on the fact that the Orange Revolution of
Viktor Yushchenko (2005-10) had previously given
Moscow a deadline on 2017 to vacate the Russian
Black Sea Fleet from Sevastopol. Moscow had seen
the 2004-05 “Orange Revolution” as a form of
American-backed “democracy engineering” intended
to overthrow Viktor Yanukovych, who was then
Prime Minister (2002-04), and who was regarded as
Moscow’s ally.

Nevertheless, while many western and central
Ukrainians refer to the February 2014 Maidan
movement as a “revolution of dignity,” many in
the eastern and southern regions saw these actions
against the still legitimate Yanukovych government
as a form of coup d'état, as did Moscow.26 In this
respect, American and European support for
“democracy engineering,” involving instant mass
communications and social media (Facebook,
Twitter), can be characterized as a novel form of
generally non-violent “regime change” that seeks
to undermine the control of authoritarian leaders
through protest and civil disobedience.27

In 2010, however, the re-election of Yanukovych as
Prime Minister appeared to dispel Moscow’s fears
once Kiev adopted a stance of “neutrality” in not
wanting to join either NATO or the Russian-led
Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO).
Almost immediately upon his election, Yanukovych
signed an accord with Putin in 2010 that extended
the lease of the Russian Black Sea Fleet at Sevastopol
until 2040-45.24 Here, Moscow appeared to
engage in “reverse democracy engineering,” and a
new form of ballot box political warfare, to assure
Yanukovych’s presidential victory given evident U.S.
and EU political support for the rival candidate,
Yulia Tymoshenko.

24

But Moscow has also realized that it is possible
to overthrow democratic or pro-Allied leaders
through what can be called “reverse democracy
engineering”—or “non-linear” warfare. From late
February to March 2014, in the midst of the power

Hall Gardner, Crimea, Global Rivalry and the Vengeance of History, New York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2015.

A majority of 328 lawmakers of the 450-seat parliament, including members of the Party of Regions, voted on February 22 to remove Yanukovych from power, but
this number did not reach three-quarters of 450 (338) as required by the Constitution for impeachment. Even Yanukovych’s Party of Regions denounced him: http://
partyofregions.ua/en/news/5309dfd9f620d2f70b000031
25

Nicolai Petro, Bringing Ukraine Back Into Focus: How to End the New Cold War and Provide Effective Political Assistance to Ukraine, Carnegie Council, 19 August 2015,
https://www.carnegiecouncil.org/publications/articles_papers_reports/742

26

Democracy engineering represents a new form of pronunciamento or coup d’état. See Hall Gardner, “General Introduction,” in The Ashgate Research Companion to
War: Origins and Prevention, ed. Hall Gardner and Oleg Kobtzeff, Ashgate, 2012.
27
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vacuum that followed Yanukovych’s removal from
power, masked “little green men” without insignias
(what Putin called “polite men”) appeared in Crimea
and took positions in key political, economic and
strategic locations, including airports and military
bases.28 Ukrainian military forces then capitulated
without significant violence.

Georgia in 2008); and (4) local mercenaries who
sympathized with Moscow.29 Of these forces, the
Donbas People’s Militia and the Luhansk People’s
Militia are said to possess some 20,000 fighters.30
These events also took place at a time that the Russian
military was staging massive nuclear war drills, but
which were purportedly planned months before the
annexation of Crimea.31 Concurrently, in March
2014, Moscow raised concerns about the treatment
of Russian-speaking minorities in Estonia in claiming
the “right to protect” ethnic Russians outside Russia
itself (a Yeltsin administration doctrine). This led to
Baltic state calls for a defense build-up throughout
eastern Europe by raising speculation that Moscow
might support another pro-Russian insurrection,
backed by “little green men,” in Narva, Estonia, for
example, given the latter region’s high concentration
of Russophones. Then, in late March 2014, U.S.
intelligence reported that Russian forces were
preparing to establish a land link to Crimea through
eastern Ukraine by force. Yet the tactical purpose of
the Russian military build-up along the Ukrainian
border may have been to dissuade Kiev (potentially
backed by NATO member countries) from engaging
in a counter-offensive.32

On March 6, the Crimean parliament voted for
independence, and engaged in a hastily arranged
populist “referendum” in a form of “reverse
democracy engineering” orchestrated with Moscow’s
assistance. The referendum was to determine whether
a majority of Crimeans wanted to return to the May
1992 Ukrainian Constitution, which had granted
Crimea greater autonomy from Kiev than did
Ukraine’s 1998 constitution, or else join the Russian
Federation. The latter option was ostensibly chosen
by the “majority” (97% out of 83% of potential
voter turn-out), despite some elements of minority
Tartar and ethnic Ukrainian opposition.
During this time, fighting broke out in eastern
Ukraine: Kiev could not effectively command the
police, army and intelligence services in that region.
This permitted “autonomist” forces with Russian
assistance to seize control of much of the Donbas
region. These pro-Russian forces included: (1) Special
forces (Spetsnaz), belonging to the Russian army
intelligence service (GRU); (2) Russian militias,
consisting of former soldiers under contract; (3)
Cossack and anti-Islamist Chechen militias (these
were also active in South Ossetia during the war with

Despite Russian threats, Kiev’s May-August 2014
counter-offensive helped to roll back Russophone
“autonomist” gains. This attack forced eastern
Ukrainian forces to engage in more traditional
warfare. In addition to cutting off pensions and
coal subsidies, among other sanctions on eastern

In 1979, the Soviet Union launched its invasion of Afghanistan with “little green men” (many of which were Soviet Moslems) wearing Afghan uniforms. They seized
key military, media and government buildings, including President Amin’s palace. Nicu Popescu, Hybrid tactics: neither new nor only Russian, EUISS Issue Alert No. 4,
2015, http://www.iss.europa.eu/uploads/media/Alert_4_hybrid_warfare.pdf
28

Marcel van Herpen, “Ukraine: Who is Responsible is Responsible for the Death of the Passengers of the MH17?” Cicero Paper No. 14/02, July 2014, http://www.
cicerofoundation.org/lectures/Marcel_H_Van_Herpen_The_Ukraine_Plane_Crash.pdf
29

30

Ibid., p. 170.

Cameron Gordon Judge-Becker, “Meet pro-Kiev and pro-RUSsian battalions fighting in Ukraine,” Russia Direct, 18 Aug 2015, http://www.rUSsia-direct.org/analysis/meet-pro-kiev-and-pro-rUSsian-battalions-fighting-ukraine#explanation-5; “Russia Launches Nuclear-War Drill, Saying It Was Long Scheduled,” NTI, 28 March
2014.
31

32

Barbara Starr, “U.S. intel assessment: greater likelihood Russia will enter eastern Ukraine,” CNN, 26 March 2014.
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Ukrainians, the fact that Kiev used heavy weaponry
(in large part due to poor military training) to shell
autonomist areas caused a large number of civilian
casualties and further alienated eastern Ukrainians
from Kiev’s policies, while also eroding Kiev’s
international support.33

for the Donbas could eventually lead to political
secession and independence.
Greater “decentralization” by means of a reform
of Ukraine’s Constitution had been urged by the
February 2015 Minsk II agreement that involved
compromises between Germany, France, Ukraine
and Russia, under the auspices of the Organization,
for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE).36
Mid-July 2015, Ukrainian President Petro
Poroshenko introduced a bill to the parliament
that would ostensibly devolve powers to localities.
Poroshenko insisted that these Constitutional
changes would not turn Ukraine into a federation,
but would nevertheless grant local authorities more
power throughout the country.37

Here, in its own version of hybrid warfare, Kiev,
like Moscow, also engaged irregular forces on its
side, with the extreme nationalist paramilitary Right
Sector (which is not under strict government control)
overseeing anti-Russian Islamist militias (which are
primarily Chechens, but also include Tatars, Uzbeks
and Balkars). There are at least 50 pro-Kiev militias.34
As part of its strategy, Kiev has hoped to further
divide and then defeat the “autonomist” Russophone
forces which have generally split between those
seeking independence (the self-proclaimed,
yet unrecognized, “republics” of Donetsk and
Lugansk) and those seeking greater autonomy
from Kiev’s centralized controls, but who are not
necessarily pro-Putin. Moscow has not supported
the secession of eastern Ukrainian regions from Kiev,
but has proposed a “federation” or “special status”
solution.35 Kiev, by contrast, has supported greater
“local control,” but has opposed greater “autonomy”
or “federation,” in the fear that greater autonomy

33

Yet the fact that these Constitutional reforms might
not meet the full demands of eastern Ukrainian
autonomists (whose leaders had not yet engaged
in direct negotiations with Kiev) has continued to
exacerbate tensions, as has the proposed strengthening
of presidential control over local self-governments
by means of “centrally assigned ‘prefects’ with broad
powers.”38 At the same time, Kiev’s decentralist
legislation has also been violently opposed by rightwing centralists. Kiev’s efforts to find an in-between
position that will somehow satisfy both centralists

Nicu Popescu, “Hybrid tactics: neither new nor only Russian,” EUISS Issue Alert No. 4, 2015, http://www.iss.europa.eu/uploads/media/Alert_4_hybrid_warfare.pdf

Cameron Gordon Judge-Becker, “Meet pro-Kiev and pro-Russian battalions fighting in Ukraine,” Russia Direct, 18 August 2015, http://www.rUSsia-direct.org/
analysis/meet-pro-kiev-and-pro-rUSsian-battalions-fighting-ukraine#explanation-6; Andrew W. Kramer, “Islamic Battalions, Stocked With Chechens, Aid Ukraine in
War With Rebels,” New York Times, 7 July 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/08/world/europe/islamic-battalions-stocked-with-chechens-aid-ukraine-in-warwith-rebels.html
34

This Russian “federalist” proposal for eastern Ukraine can ironically be compared and contrasted with the Bush administration plans in 2003 for a “federal” Iraq with
differing Sunni, Shi’a and Kurdish communities represented.
35

36

“Minsk Agreement,” UNIAN, 12 February 2015, http://www.unian.info/politics/1043394-minsk-agreement-full-text-in-english.html

Associated Press, “Ukraine Moves Toward Constitutional Reform,” New York Times, 16 July 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2015/07/16/world/europe/
ap-eu-ukraine-constitutional-reform.html.
37

38
“Poroshenko’s proposal is not approved by the separatists, nor by the Kremlin. It does not really give any “special status” to separatist areas, and any specific details
on autonomous rule in Donbass may later be revised by a simple majority vote in Ukrainian parliament. Moreover, the so-called “decentralisation” is accompanied by a
strengthening of the presidential control over local self-government via centrally assigned “prefects” with broad powers.” Volodymyr Ishchenko, “Ukraine’s government
bears more responsibility for ongoing conflict than the far-right,” 4 September 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/04/ukraine-government-svobodaclashes-conflict
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and “autonomists” could fail.
According to the UN, from mid-April 2014 until 15
August 2015, at least 7,883 people (Ukrainian armed
forces, civilians and members of the armed groups)
were killed, and 17,610 injured in the eastern Ukraine
conflict zone.39 More than 980,000 people have been
internally displaced and over 600,000 Ukrainians have
fled the country. If the Minsk II accords and Ukrainian
Constitutional reforms are not soon implemented, then
the battle could continue to rage with regional, if not
global, repercussions.

Arab-Persian Gulf in the south. The latter is checked
at the chokepoint formed by the Strait of Hormuz.
Somewhat similarly, Russia, after the collapse of the
Soviet Union, is essentially landlocked in Europe,
checked in the Baltic Sea, but has been trying to
open up Arctic sea trade routes. And much like Iran
with respect to the Strait of Hormuz, Moscow finds
its main sea lines of communication in the Black Sea
checked by the chokepoint at the Turkish Straits.

Moscow’s tactics of “non-linear” warfare relative to
eastern Ukraine appear to parallel Iran’s strategy relative
to Shi’a regions of Iraq. 40 This appears true except for
the fact that Russia represents a nuclear power with
global influence, while Iran represents an essentially
semi-peripheral regional power that has threatened to
acquire a nuclear weapons capability.

In tactical terms, much as Iran developed swarming
techniques involving hundreds of armed speedboats
to harass U.S. warships from differing directions in
the Straits of Hormuz and to test reaction times,41
Moscow has flown its aging fighter jets into NATO
airspace (often turning off transponders) so as to test
defenses and force higher defense expenditure. From
March 2014 to August 2015, there were at least 66
“close military encounters” between Russian and
NATO military forces, and between Russia and EU
members, Sweden and Finland, which appear to be
considering NATO membership.42 Moscow justifies
these “encounters” on the basis that the number of
fighter jets in the NATO Baltic air-policing mission
has increased since March 2014.43

From a geo-economic perspective, Iran represents an
essentially landlocked semi-peripheral state, with outlets
to the enclosed Caspian Sea in the north, and to the

In July 2015, the Russian Ministry of Defense
announced plans to deploy a squadron of Tu-22M3
long-range bombers in Crimea. This could give

Iranian and Russian Tactics and Strategy
Contrasted

39
As of mid-August 2015, the eastern Ukrainian conflict had been accompanied by: “allegations of killings, abductions, torture and ill-treatment, sexual violence,
forced labour, ransom demands and extortion of money on the territories controlled by the ‘Donetsk people’s republic’ and ‘Luhansk people’s republic’.” In addition,
“(t)he withdrawal of heavy weapons from the contact line stipulated by the Minsk Agreements (has) remained partial with the armed groups and the Ukrainian military continuing to use mortars, canons, howitzers, tanks and multiple launch rocket systems. They routinely did not comply with the international humanitarian law
principles of distinction, proportionality and precautions, with numerous incidents of indiscriminate shelling of residential areas causing civilian casualties observed.
Explosive remnants of war (ERW)18 and improvised explosive devices (IEDs) continued to claim numerous civilian lives in Government-controlled areas and in territories controlled by the armed groups.” See Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, “Report on the human rights situation in Ukraine,”
16 May to 15 August 2015, http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Countries/UA/11thOHCHRreportUkraine.pdf
40
One can almost substitute Russia’s goals to keep Ukraine subservient, but not in total chaos, with Pollack’s outline of Iran’s goals in Iraq: See Kenneth M. Pollack,
“Prospects for Increased Iranian Influence in Iraq Testimony,” Brookings, 15 November 2011, http://www.brookings.edu/research/testimony/2011/11/15-iran-iraqpollack
41
For swarming tactics, see Fariborz Haghshenass, “Iran’s Doctrine of Asymmetric Naval Warfare,” Washington Institute, December 21, 2006, http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/irans-doctrine-of-asymmetric-naval-warfare
42
“The Task Force on Cooperation in Greater Europe,” Avoiding War in Europe, August 2015, http://www.europeanleadershipnetwork.org/medialibrary/2015/08/1
8/2f868dfd/Task%20Force%20Position%20Paper%20III%20July%202015%20-%20English.pdf

JAlexander Yermakov, “Cold Peace in European Skies,” RIAC, 15 December 2014, http://russiancouncil.ru/en/inner/?id_4=4963#top. This dispute would suggest
the need for joint NATO-RUSsian air patrols.
43
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Moscow a tactical advantage in the region and could
lead NATO to deploy air defense systems and fighter
aircraft in Romania, Bulgaria and other Black Sea
countries.44 In addition, Russia is likely to increase
pressure in the Caucasus region, particularly on
Georgia. In July 2015, Moscow erected new “border”
markings in the disputed South Ossetia region.
This “creeping annexation” effectively “seized” part
of a British Petroleum-operated oil pipeline in the
process. The possibility that the “frozen conflicts”
in the Caucasus may begin to “unfreeze” has
subsequently been raised.45

to prevent widespread conflict within Iraq that could
potentially drag Iran itself into a regional war and
overstretch Iranian resources.
The present dilemma is that there are presently at
least a dozen Shi’a “Islamic Renaissance” militias,
which are now battling, in alliance with the Kurdish
peshmerga, and indirectly, with Coalition forces,
against Daesh (Islamic State). Although Tehran
may hope to play these groups against each other
to prevent any one from gaining ascendancy, it is
dubious they will disband, even if Daesh is defeated.
This could lead to a situation in which Iranian
surrogates, perhaps not fully under Tehran’s control,
could occupy significant swathes of Iraqi territory,
while the Shi’a presence in Iraq could fuel Daesh and
pan-Sunni propaganda.

Since the 2014 Ukrainian crisis, Moscow has
repeated its threat to deploy tactical nuclear weapons
in Kaliningrad and has augmented the number of
military maneuvers that involve the use so-called
“limited” nuclear strikes. Moscow has also threatened
the use of nuclear weaponry in opposition to Kiev’s
pledges to eventually regain Crimea.46 In August
2015, the conflict focused on territories near the
port of Mariupol and the city of Donetsk.

In intervening in Ukraine, Moscow has claimed to be
supporting the interests of Russophones in the name
of larger “civilizational” goals. Moscow’s propaganda
sees the roots of the Russian state and society in
Kievian RUS, calling Kiev “the mother of all Russian
cities” — a characterization that, at least in part,
distorts history in order to justify contemporary
geopolitical interests. Here, both Belarus and
Ukraine also derive their identity from Kievian RUS,
but point to the differences between their sociocultural development and that of Muscovy.

The socio-political situation is further aggravated
by the fact that both Russian and Iranian elites
have propagated revanchist ideologies that could
eventually generate even wider expansionist actions.
Iranian elites have attempted to justify their
political influence in Iraq, based on the historical
fact that both the Parthian and Sasanian empires
(prior to the Arab Muslim conquest of Persia) had
placed their capital at Ctesiphon, which is close to
contemporary Baghdad. In addition, the Iranian
Islamist government covets the Shi’a holy sites in
Najaf, Iraq. Up until 2014, Tehran generally sought

President Putin initially played up the concept of
Novorossiya, which was once an imperial province of
Russia in what is now Ukraine, and, in such a way,
threatened to back the secession of eastern Ukraine
up to Odessa. An independent southern and eastern

44
Artem Kureev, “Russia’s military overtures in Crimea provoke a NATO response,” Russia Direct, 28 July 2015, http://www.russia-direct.org/opinion/rUSsias-military-overtures-crimea-provoke-nato-response
45
Pavel Koshkin, “What are the Kremlin’s new red lines in the post-Soviet space?” Russia Direct, 19 August 2015, http://www.russia-direct.org/what-are-kremlins-newred-lines-post-soviet-space
46
Zachary Keck, “Russia Threatens Nuclear Strikes over Crimea,” The Diplomat, 11 July 2014, http://thediplomat.com/2014/07/russia-threatens-nuclear-strikes-overcrimea/. Ukrainian Defense Minister Valeriy Heletey pledged to retake Crimea: Ukraine’s New Defence Minister Promises Crimea Victory, Kiev Ukraine News Blog, 4
July 2014, http://news.kievukraine.info/2014/07/ukraines-new-defence-minister-promises.html
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Ukraine could then forge ties with Russian-held
Transnistra. But by May 2015, the plan of a union
of the Donbas region with other southern Ukrainian
regions had been largely dropped.47 Not only was
such an option opposed by France and Germany in
the Minsk II accords, but the costs of such a venture,
plus the probable need for long-term Russian
occupation forces, plus the costs of Russian politicaleconomic isolation from the U.S. and Europe,
coupled with the collapse of global energy prices,
have thus far appeared to put a damper on any such
imperialist plans.

of the border has grown dramatically. I cannot rule
out that, in certain circumstances, local and regional
armed conflicts could grow into a large-scale war,
possibly even with nuclear weapons.”48 It was just
after Makarov stepped down in November 2012,
that Moscow began to more officially formalize its
own concepts of “non-linear” warfare in the period
2013-14.49
Contemporary U.S. military strategy has become
deeply concerned with the prospects of “non-linear”
or “hybrid” warfare as used by non-state actors,
such as Al Qaeda and Daesh, as well as by Russia
and Iran, and for its potential use by China, North
Korea, and other regional powers. All these states
are purportedly engaging in cyber-sabotage, among
other covert actions. At present, U.S. national
security strategy downplays the possibility of a war
breaking out among major powers, but admits
that the possibility is growing, while conflict with
anti-state organizations (many of which are being
financed by regional and even major powers) does
pose an immediate threat.50

The fact that Moscow has thus far been unwilling
to admit to its own population the role of Russian
special forces in Ukraine appears to indicate that
Moscow does not want to take over the burden and
responsibility for the entire region, as has been the
case in Crimea. Much like Tehran in Iraq, Moscow
prefers to support surrogates rather than to intervene
directly in eastern Ukraine.

Former U.S. Army Chief of Staff General Raymond
Odierno has warned that “only a third of U.S.
brigades are capable of operating at the level of the
hybrid warfare Russia is undertaking … (in eastern
Ukraine).”51 The new U.S. Army Chief of Staff,
General Mark Milley, warned that Russia represented

Dangers of Hybrid Warfare
In 2011, then Russian general chief of staff, Nikolai
Makarov, had warned that “the possibility of local
armed conflicts virtually along the entire perimeter

47
The self-proclaimed Union was established in May 2014. Yet the ‘Novorossiya’ movement was not officially recognized internationally, even by Russia, and was labeled as a ‘terrorist organization’ by Kiev. Ukraine Today, 20 May 2015, http://uatoday.tv/politics/rUSsian-backed-novorossiya-breakaway-movement-collapses-428372.
html

Interfax, “Russian General Sees Growing Threat of Nuclear War, Global Security Newswire,” NTI, 18 November 2011, http://www.nti.org/gsn/article/rUSsiangeneral-sees-growing-threat-nuclear-war/

48
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Fiona Hill and Clifford G. Gaddy, Mr. Putin, Washington, DC, Brookings, 2013, p. 337.

“Today, the probability of US involvement in interstate war with a major power is assessed to be low but growing. Should one occur, however, the consequences
would be immense. VEOs (Violent Extremist Organizations), in contrast, pose an immediate threat to transregional security by coupling readily available technologies
with extremist ideologies. Overlapping state and non-state violence, there exists an area of conflict where actors blend techniques, capabilities, and resources to achieve
their objectives. Such “hybrid” conflicts may consist of military forces assuming a non-state identity, as Russia did in the Crimea, or involve a VEO fielding rudimentary combined arms capabilities, as ISIL has demonstrated in Iraq and Syria. Hybrid conflicts also may be comprised of state and non-state actors working together
toward shared objectives, employing a wide range of weapons such as we have witnessed in eastern Ukraine. Hybrid conflicts serve to increase ambiguity, complicate
decision-making, and slow the coordination of effective responses. Due to these advantages to the aggressor, it is likely that this form of conflict will persist well into
the future.” Joint Chiefs of Staff, The National Military Strategy of the United State of America, http://www.jcs.mil/Portals/36/Documents/Publications/2015_National_Military_Strategy.pdf
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an “existential” threat due to its nuclear capabilities.
Milley likewise stated that China, North Korea, the
Islamic State, and Iran, “Each in their own different
way represents … security threats, to the United
States.”52

The answer to this question may well depend upon
whether or not the U.S. and Europe can soon
engage in close discussions with Russia to address
their serious differences. One proposal for Ukraine
is a socio-political approach that involves power
sharing between east and west and that respects
Ukraine’s bicultural identity. 53 At the same time,
such an approach will not be fully successful without
additional steps toward a general settlement of U.S.,
European and Russian disputes, given the fact that
Moscow’s geo-economic and security interests are
interwoven with those of Ukraine. Given ongoing
NATO, European and Russian rivalries, a mutual
recognition of Ukrainian “neutrality” may represent
a step toward a general geopolitical settlement.54

The diplomatic dilemma is that while Russia does
represent a potential existential threat, as observed
by General Milley, Moscow is also the key player
that can assist the geopolitical settlement of many of
the disputes involving Ukraine, Iran, Syria, Daesh,
North Korea and China, among others, that impact
both U.S. and European interests. This is assuming
Washington and the Europeans can eventually
engage with Moscow in seeking to resolve these
conflicts.

In August 2015, Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov
hinted at the possibility of re-initiating U.S.-Russian
talks, yet stated that Moscow would not “beg” for
better ties.55 Here, the United States, Europe, and
Russia all possess a common interest in forging a
contact group and military coalition against Daesh
that brings Iran into at least limited cooperation
with Saudi Arabia, as well as with Turkey and the
other Arab Gulf states. Yet U.S.-European-Russian
disputes over Ukraine, in addition to significant
political differences with respect to the role of
the Syrian leadership and Iran in such a proposed
grouping, make such a coalition even more difficult
to achieve.

Proposals to Avert Major Power War
The above discussion also implies another analogy,
in that the strategies of Ahmadinejad and Putin
appear to possess more similarities than differences.
Ahmadinejad was replaced by an ostensibly
“reformist” government. But will the successor to
Putin necessarily be a reformer? Or will it prove
necessary for the west to engage in realpolitik with
Putin much as the U.S. began to do with the
Ahmadinejad government—or with a possibly even
tougher Russian leader at a later date?

Even if the United States, Europe, and Russia cannot
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reach a deeper general accord at this time, NATO
and Russia should at least agree to some common
rules to handle unexpected military “encounters” in
order to reduce the real risk of inadvertently sparking
a major power conflict.56 Such an approach — which
would help reestablish trust between the United
States, Europe, and Russia — could then represent
a first step toward a general settlement of the larger
issues that appear to be increasingly dividing the
U.S. and Europeans from Russia and that have been
further antagonized by the strategy and tactics of
“non-linear” or “hybrid” warfare.
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